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Abstract—In this article, a reconfigurable waveguide
antenna design with linear-polarized/Left-handed/right-hand
circularly-polarized (LHCP/RHCP) modes in K/Ka-Band for a
massive MIMO beamforming system based on active phased
array is presented. Both the linear-polarized and dual LH/RH
CP waveguide antennas provide wideband operation
performance for K/Ka-Band, which are applicable for the
antenna array in a beamforming system for different purposes
and requirements in satellite communication applications.
Both simulated results and some preliminary experimental
results are presented for the demonstration.

(SICL) structure is adopted due to its compact, wideband low
loss performance in K/Ka-Band operations [8]. The feeding
network in PCB is connected by the SICL-to-waveguide
transitions with the waveguide antenna array. The waveguide
antenna array could be easily installed and replaced on
waveguide transitions by using screws. The sketch of the
connection is illustrated as Fig. 1.

Keywords—waveguide antenna, reconfiguarable, circularlypolarized, beamforming.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In modern satellite communications beamforming
technologies, the system needs dual band operation
frequencies for separated uplink and downlink [1], to reduce
the influence and interference between them. Active phased
antenna arrays are usually used for the “user beam” which
serve the end users and mobile devices. The Rx and Tx are
also usually frequency separated, which could also achieve
better downlink margin [2]. Especially the beamforming
network system in my project will have intersatellite links
and gateway beams. So, the required downlink and uplink
operation frequencies are at 20 GHz/30 GHz (K/Ka-Band) in
this design.
In some recent articles, the linear-polarized antennas and
circularly-polarized (CP) antennas are both used in
beamforming applications [3-5]. Compared to liner-polarized
antennas, the CP antenna provides its advantages in term of
polarization mismatch and multi-path interference [6]. The
antennas for beamforming applications have drawn more
attention along with the communication system development
in high frequencies [7], the waveguide antenna is a
promising structure for its low loss, wideband performance,
easy manufacture and installation in a beamforming network
[5].
For a multilayer feeding network in a MIMO
beamforming system, the Substrate Integrated Coaxial Line

Fig. 1. Sketch of waveguide antenna array connection.

The reconfigurable antenna and dual LH/RH CP
waveguide antenna designs are popular recently for its
multiple functions and flexibility in application [9][10]. The
triangular-shaped slot or stepped transform is adopted to
some dual LH/RH CP waveguide antenna designs [10][11]
with around 10% wideband operation performance. However,
the beamforming system antenna array is desired to achieve
operation frequencies both at 20 GHz and 30 GHz
respectively. It will need two waveguide antenna arrays with
different antenna dimensions unless the waveguide antenna
could achieve bandwidth over 40% (20 GHz-30 GHz). In
this article, both the reconfigurable linear-polarized and dual
LH/RH CP waveguide antennas are designed with over 40%
operation bandwidth for K/Ka-Band, which will be
contributed to cost reduction, simple installation and
maintenance.
To work in different situations and requirements in
application, the flexible functions of linear-polarized, LH and
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RH CP modes could be achieved by the replaceable linearpolarized and the dual LH/RH CP waveguide antennas with
two alternative waveguide inputs, which will be fed by the
same waveguide port from the waveguide transition.
II.

the phase control sections of each antenna array element in a
beamforming system.

DESIGN OF THE LINEAR WAVEGUIDE ANTENNA

To be applicable in a MIMO beamforming system
antenna array, there is a dimension limitation for the
waveguide antenna designs. In this project, the waveguide
antenna elements in array required to be restricted to a
maximum dimension as 10 mm. The antennas will be fed by
the 9×4.5 mm waveguides from the waveguide transitions
which connect the PCB feeding network.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2. Structure of the horn waveguide antenna as (a) front view. (b)
cross-section. The dimensions are A = a = 9, b = 4.5, h = 8, w = 2, all in
millimeters.

The linear-polarized waveguide antenna is designed as a
horn waveguide structure to achieve higher gain and
wideband performance as Fig. 2 (a) and (b) [12]. The stepped
ridge structure is adopted to improve the bandwidth, reduce
the size and help impedance matching [13]. Compared to a
rectangular waveguide with same size, ridge waveguide
could have lower cut-off frequency of the fundamental mode,
which means it will have smaller size for same operation
frequency. The propagation mode is TE10 due to the
waveguide length 0.5λ<a<λ.
The linear-polarized waveguide antenna simulated return
loss and far-field patterns are demonstrated as Fig.3 (a), (b),
(c), (d) and (e).
For a phased antenna array, the gain and the main lobe
angular width will largely depend on the numbers,
distributions and distances of each antenna array element. An
example of the 2×2 waveguide antenna array simulated farfield pattern is shown as Fig. 4, which could demonstrate the
difference between the 2×2 array and an individual
waveguide antenna. The simulated gain is 7.99 dBi and the
angular width (3 dB) is 72.2 degree for the individual
waveguide antenna. The simulated gain is 14.5 dBi and the
angular width (3 dB) is 34.8 degree for the 2×2 waveguide
antenna. The array main lobe direction will be controlled by

Fig. 3. (a) Simulated S11 of the linear-polarized horn waveguide antenna.
Simulated far-field patterns at (b) E-plane at 20 GHz; (c) H-plane at 20
GHz; (d) E-plane at 30 GHz; (e) H-plane at 30 GHz

Fig. 4. Simulated E-plane far-field pattern of a 2×2 array at 20 GHz.
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The linear-polarized waveguide antenna provided a
wideband performance from 16 GHz to 52 GHz from the
demonstrated simulation results, which could achieve
wideband operations in both K/Ka band beamforming
applications.
III.

DESIGN OF THE DUAL LH/RH CP WAVEGUIDE
ANTENNA

The triangular-shaped slot or stepped transform is used in
many recent designs to achieve a CP operation by
combination of two orthogonal modes with the equal
amplitude and 90-degree phase shift [10][11]. The structure
of the dual LH/RH CP waveguide antenna is shown as Fig. 5
(a) and (b). An orthogonal mode TE01 will be combined with
the primary fundamental mode TE10, the principle theory to
excite the CP wave is based on the odd/even-mode analyses
[11].
When port 1 is excited, the decomposed even mode field
and odd mode field are shown as Fig. 6. The same field
directions in two layers waveguides in even mode will lead
to the unchanged TE10 mode at the output. The inverted field
directions in odd mode will cause mode coupling at the
triangular-shaped stepped transforms and lead to horizontal
TE01 mode gradually. The different guided wavelengths of
the two propagation modes (TE10 and TE01) will bring the
required 90-degree phase shift to achieve a CP wave. The
phase shift and the circular polarization performance will
largely depend on the length of the each part (L1, L2, L3). By
exciting port 2 to instead, the only difference is the field
directions in odd mode are reversed, which could develop a
opposite rotation direction. Therefore, the LH/RH CP
operations could be alternative by exciting two antenna
waveguide ports respectively in beamforming applications.
Meanwhile, an approximate hexagon structure is adopted
in this waveguide design to achieve wider bandwidth and
lower profile [14]. The two propagation modes caused by the
hexagon waveguide structure are illustrated in Fig. 7, the
different guided wavelengths of the two modes will cause a
phase-lag, which will also help to achieve the CP operation.
Combined with the traditional two-layer waveguide with
triangular-shaped stepped transforms structure, the novel
dual LH/RH CP waveguide antenna will achieve wider
bandwidth and shorter height (Lh = L1+L2+L3). The
simulated S11 when port 1 and port 2 are excited respectively
are shown as Fig. 8. The far-field patterns at 20 GHz/ 30GHz
by exciting port 1 are illustrated as Fig. 9 (a), (b), (c), (d) and
the far-field patterns at 20 GHz/ 30GHz by exciting port 2
are illustrated as Fig. 10 (a), (b), (c), (d). It demonstrated the
CP antenna could provide a wide band performance for the
required K/Ka-Band operation frequency range (20 GHz/30
GHz) with S11 better than -12.5 dB. Meanwhile, the 3dB
Axial Ratio bandwidths are both 47.7% (20 GHz-32.5 GHz)
for LH/RH CP modes due to its symmetrical structure, which
is illustrated as Fig. 11. The height significantly decreased to
26 mm. Compared with previous designs [10][11], to
achieve circular polarization from 20 GHz, it will commonly
require around 45 mm height (3λ) to develop a CP wave.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Structure of the (a) dual LH/RH CP waveguide antenna and (b) two
input ports. The dimensions are Ac = ac = 9, L1 = 10.2, L2 =11.2, L3 = 5.6, t
= 1, bc = 4, all in millimeters.

Fig. 6. The odd/even-mode analyses

Fig. 7. Two modes in the approximate hexagon waveguide.
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Fig. 11 Axial Ratio

Fig. 8 Simulated S11 of the dual LH/RH CP waveguide antenna.

IV.

FABRICATED AND MEASURED RESULTS

To get some preliminary experimental results, the two
SICL-to-waveguide transitions for 20/30 GHz respectively
are connected to the linear waveguide antenna for
measurements at K/Ka-Band, which are illustrated in Fig.
12 (a) and (b).
(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9 When port 1 is excited, (a) xz-plane pattern and (b) yz-plane pattern
at 20 GHz; (c) xz-plane and (d) yz-plane at 30 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 Pictures of the (a) fabricated waveguide antenna and (b) antenna
connected to SICL-to-waveguide transitions.

In general, the measured S11 from Fig. 13 (a) and (b) and
measured patterns from Fig. 14 (a) and (b) demonstrate the
desired characteristics of the wideband linear waveguide
antenna at both K/Ka-Band.

(b)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Measured S11 of fabricated linear waveguide antenna connected
with SICL-to-waveguide transitions for (a) 20 GHz mode and (b) 30 GHz
mode.

V.
(c)

(d)

Fig. 10 When port 2 is excited, (a) xz-plane pattern and (b) yz-plane pattern
at 20 GHz; (c) xz-plane and (d) yz-plane at 30 GHz.

CONCLUSION

A recent investigation into reconfigurable linear-polarized
and left-handed/right-handed circular polarized waveguide
antenna designs has been presented in this article with both
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simulated and preliminary measured results. Both the linearpolarized horn waveguide antenna and the novel dual
LH/RH CP waveguide antenna could provide wideband
performance for required K/Ka-Band in a beamforming
application in satellite communications. Furthermore, the
designs are applicable for the phased antenna array and it is
promising in a massive MIMO beamforming system for its
reconfigurable characteristic and flexible functions.
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[10]
(b)
Fig. 14 Measured far-field patterns (from -90 degrees to 90 degrees) of
fabricated linear-polarized waveguide antenna connected with SICL-towaveguide transitions at two example frequencies (a) 18 GHz and (b) 30.5
GHz.
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